Equilibrium binding of derivatives of the carcinogen, benzo(a)pyrene, to DNA. Thermodynamic analysis.
The physical binding of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon derivatives which are ultimate carcinogens to DNA may play a role in the formation of covalent DNA adducts by these compounds or in the detoxification of the compounds via DNA-catalyzed hydrolysis. Previous studies of DNA-binding interactions of derivatives of benzo(a)pyrene (BP) have been confined to low r values (r - ligands bound/base pair). We have now applied the Scatchard formalism (as modified to include neighbor exclusion) to the spectrophotometric determination of the binding of two derivatives of BP, trans - 9,10 - dihydroxydihydro - BP and 7r,8t - dihydroxy-9t,10t-oxy-7,8, 9,10-tetrahydro-BP, to double-stranded DNA at reasonably high r values. Exclusion parameters, binding constants, and thermodynamic parameters are all within the ranges found for other intercalants. Although these ligands are uncharged, the binding exhibits significant ionic strength dependence which can be rationalized (partially) by polyelectrolyte theory. Using the measured ionic strength dependence, a thermodynamic association constant, independent of ionic interactions, can be calculated which is very close to the calculated thermodynamic association constants for ethidium and proflavine.